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Abstract
The segmentation of blood vessels is a common problem in medical imaging
and various applications are found in diagnostics, surgical planning, training
and more. Among many different techniques, the use of multiple scales and
line detectors is a popular approach. However, the typical line filters used
are sensitive to intensity variations and do not target the detection of vessel
walls explicitly. In this article, we combine both line and edge detection using
quadrature filters across multiple scales. The filter result gives well defined
vessels as linear structures, while distinct edges facilitate a robust segmentation.
We apply the filter output to energy optimization techniques for segmentation
and show promising results in 2D and 3D to illustrate the behavior of our
method. The conference version of this article received the best paper award in
the bioinformatics and biomedical applications track at ICPR 2008.
Key words: image segmentation, blood vessels, medical imaging, multi-scale,
quadrature filter, level set method

1. Introduction
The segmentation of blood vessels has been the focus of much research. The
results have numerous applications in medical diagnostics, surgical planning,
simulation and training. It is well accepted that no general purpose segmentation method is suitable for all applications and imaging modalities. Thus,
researchers have approached this problem from many different angles, applying very different strategies. However, the basic problems of varying vessel
width, bifurcations and changing contrast are common challenges in all fields.
Overviews of the large body of research are presented in (Suri et al., 2002; Kirbas
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and Quek, 2004), where the authors provide categorizations and comparisons
between methods. Roughly, the approaches can be classified as either skeleton
based (extracting vessel centerlines) or non-skeleton based (extracting vessel
walls). Among these, researchers have applied various filtering techniques, deformable models, region growing and mathematical morphology, to mention a
few examples.
A popular strategy across many disciplines is to apply multi-scale approaches
for dealing with the problem of varying vessel width. In this work, we also use
this simple, but effective approach combined with filtering techniques. Previous
work in the same direction has largely been dominated by line or Hessian based
filters, see e.g. (Sato et al., 1997). The output of such filters are highly sensitive
to noise and varying contrast, which are typical features in medical imaging.
In contrast, (Wong and Chung, 2005) used quadrature filters for local structure
estimation in a Bayesian segmentation framework. However, they did not incorporate multi-scale analysis, so problems with varying vessel width are expected.
In our work, we extend this basic idea of quadrature filtering to multiple scales
to handle the problem of varying vessel width. A related approach in (Li et al.,
2006) proposed the use of multi-scale Gabor filters for line detection. Our work
additionally gives edge detection for improving the segmentation of the vessel
walls. Furthermore, instead of using multiple scales purely for noise reduction
as in (Li et al., 2006), we integrate all scales to extract the maximum amount
of information possible. This idea was first presented in (Lathen et al., 2008).
Here we further study the properties of the method and provide more theory
and experimental testing.
The article begins by introducing the idea of quadrature filters in Section 2.
We explain how different filter directions and scales are combined to produce a
multi-scale filter response which captures lines and edges with high precision.
Then, Section 3 proceeds by presenting how this result can be used for segmenting the vessel walls. We stress that the result can be used for various different
segmentation techniques. The most flexible tool is the level set framework, but
we will also give examples using simple thresholding and traditional snakes. In
Section 4 and Section 5 we present experiments and results illustrating the behavior of our method. Finally, we conclude and present ideas for future work in
Section 6.
2. Quadrature filters
Quadrature filters have a long history in signal processing and have been successfully applied for local structure estimation (Granlund and Knutsson, 1995).
Formally, a quadrature filter is defined in the Fourier domain by
Fk (u) = 0,

u · nk ≤ 0

(1)

where u is frequency and nk the filter direction. In other words, the filter is
zero over one half of the Fourier domain. In the spatial domain, the filter can be
viewed as a complex filter pair, where the real and imaginary parts are line and
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Figure 1: Quadrature filter components.

edge filters respectively. Typical one-dimensional filter kernels are illustrated in
Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b). When the filter encounters a structure matching
the line filter, the response will be dominantly real, while any edge matches
will yield an imaginary response. Thus, the type of structure (line/edge) can
be determined by the argument θ of the complex response, as indicated in Figure 1(c). This argument is typically referred to as the local phase. In addition,
the strength of the structure is given by the magnitude of the response. The
separation of structure determination in θ and confidence measure in the magnitude yields a line/edge detector invariant to image intensity, giving increased
robustness compared to simpler line filters or gradient based approaches.
2.1. Combining filter directions
For quadrature filtering of 2D and 3D images, the filter kernel is applied in
at least 3 and 6 uniformly distributed directions respectively. This produces
several filter responses, in which the local phase is a characteristic along the
different directions. When combining the filter responses to produce an orientation invariant phase map, the different directions introduce an ambiguity.
A filter oriented along the image gradient, gives a phase tending to 90◦ . On
the contrary, a filter oriented against the image gradient, gives a phase tending
to −90◦ . Thus, the local phase of the two filter directions will produce cancellation effects, which will arise as discontinuities in the combined orientation
invariant phase map. To counteract this effect, we compute the orientation of
the dominant structure at each point, and flip the phase along the real axis for
a filter with direction opposing the orientation. In practice, this will yield a
phase map with strictly non-negative imaginary components. As a result, we
can produce an orientation invariant phase map by summing the filter responses
for all directions.
2.2. Multi-scale integration
Our method uses the common approach of multi-scale filtering to handle
vessels of varying width. In order to use the result for segmentation, we want
to combine all scales in a global phase map. We achieve this by a weighted
summation, favoring scales of high strength. Formally, the global phase map q
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Figure 2: Filtering of a test image on multiple scales.

is computed as:
PN
|qi |β qi
q = Pi=1
N
β
i=1 |qi |

(2)

where N is the number of scales, qi is the phase map for each scale and β
is a weight parameter. As an example, we created a synthetic test image in
Figure 2(a) which illustrates a vessel of varying width and orientation. This
example contains normally distributed noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of 10dB. The filtering on multiple scales and the integrated result are shown in
Figure 2, where we used the weight parameter β = 3. If not stated otherwise,
we use four filters of directions {0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ }, with kernel size of 15 × 15,
bandwidth of 4 octaves and center frequency of 5π/7 for all experiments in 2D.
The color of the phase map represents the local phase, illustrated in Figure 1(c).
Assuming bright intensity objects and dark background, line structures are indicated by green colors while edges are blue. Note that the result in Figure 2(f)
shows a clear line structure and distinct edges, even for an object with large
width variation. The choice of β has implications for the segmentation results,
which will be further elaborated in Section 3.1.
3. Segmentation
For segmenting the vessels, we use the fact that a local phase of 90◦ indicates
edge structures. Thus, the key idea is to only consider the real part of the filter
response. This will yield positive and negative values for the inside and outside
of line structures, while edges are found at the zero-crossing. Thus, the simplest
method for segmenting the vessels is to extract the zero level set from the real
part of the phase map. We will use this simple threshold approach to discuss
an appropriate choice of weight parameter β for the multi-scale integration.
3.1. Optimal weight parameter for multi-scale integration
Since we know the correct location of the edges for our synthetic test image
in Figure 2(a), we can quantify the error produced by different choices of β in
Eq. (2). Given a threshold segmentation of the real part of the phase map, we
compute the error metric by counting the number of incorrectly labelled pixels
within a four-pixel wide band around the true edge. While varying the noise
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Figure 3: Plot of error produced by different choices of β in (a). Figures (b)-(d) display the
input image with SNR of 5.2dB, 2.2dB and 0.5dB (from left to right).
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Figure 4: Illustration of the weight parameter β for the multi-scale integration. The examples
show the real part of the filter response for different β accompanied by a threshold segmentation to display the zero-crossing. The zoomed images display the true edge for reference.
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level in the image, this produces the error curves in Figure 3. We see that for
low levels of noise we can identify optimal choices of 0 < β < 5, while β = 0
is suitable for higher noise levels. Also note that since the true edge is smooth,
while the threshold segmentation is binary, the results suffer from quantization
issues. However, this problem is consistent for all β, and does not affect the
shape of the error curves.
To discuss the effect of different β, we show a set of results at noise level
10dB in Figure 4. First note that the choice of β = 0 gives an unweighted
summation over all scales in Eq. (2). Thus, the real part of the sum (used for
segmentation) can be expressed as the sum of the real parts of each scale. This
means that we only consider the real part of the quadrature filter, which is a
line filter. In other words, the choice of β = 0 gives the result of filtering with a
line filter, or Laplacian, over multiple scales. By intuition, this should give good
line detection performance, but fail in capturing edges. For low noise levels,
as can be seen in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(d), the hypothesis is true for thin
lines, although wider lines are more precise. However, stepping away from this
simple model to β > 0 gives visible improvements as shown in Figure 4(e). On
the other hand, the extreme value of β = 20 acts as a “max” operation, only
selecting the scale of highest magnitude for each pixel. This explains the poor
result for the vertical edge in Figure 4(f), where the edge filter of finer scales is
discarded in favor of a coarse scale.
Considering increasing levels of noise, Figure 3 shows that the simpler model
of β = 0 is the best choice. This can be explained by the increased magnitude
of noise detected in fine scales. When β > 0, the larger noise magnitude can
dominate and suppress the response from coarser scales, which contain more
accurate structural information. For real images, this problem can be handled
by pre-filtering to remove noise, or tuning of filter parameters, to mention a
few possible approaches. For this experiment however, the aim was to study the
relation between the segmented result and β with as few parameters as possible.
Note that we kept several parameters fixed, such as filter bandwidth, center
frequency, the number and orientation of filter kernels, and possible rotations
of the input image. For real applications, the filter parameters are usually
optimized to suit the particular problem at hand. Thus, assuming parameters
optimized for the noise level, it is expected that choices in the range 0 < β < 5
performs well.
3.2. Segmentation using energy optimization
As can be seen in Figure 4, the segmented results when using simple thresholding is very susceptible to noise. The standard solution to this problem is to
incorporate means of regularization. This can be elegantly solved using energy
optimization techniques. For 2D images, we use an energy well studied in the
field of variational methods for image segmentation:
ZZ
I
E(C(s)) =
f (x, y)dxdy − α
ds
(3)
ΩC

C
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Figure 5: Snakes segmentation on the test image.

where C is a one-dimensional curve representing the segmented boundary and
ΩC is the interior of this curve. When maximizing this energy, the goal is to
find a curve C which encloses all positive values of the function f (first integral),
while at the same time the length of the curve is minimized (second integral).
For our application, the target function f is the real part of the phase map, so
we set f (x, y) = Re(q). The α parameter controls the amount of regularization
and should be set based on the noise level in the image.
From the calculus of variations, stationary points for the energy in Eq. (3)
are found by the Euler-Lagrange equation. The standard procedure for finding
such stationary points is by an iterative search, where the curve C is evolved
in the gradient descent direction of the energy. Following (Kimmel, 2003), the
curve evolution given Eq. (3) is:
∂C
= −Re(q)n + ακn
∂t

(4)

where t is an artificial time parameter, n is the curve normal and κ is the
curvature of the curve. Using a parameterized curve representation for C, this
evolution can be directly implemented as a traditional snakes model (Kass et al.,
1988). To exemplify this, we used an implementation by Xu and Prince available
at http://iacl.ece.jhu.edu/projects/gvf/. However, this implementation only
allows for a uniform motion in the normal direction of the curve (pressure), so a
slight modification was made to allow for a non-uniform pressure field. Targeting
the test image in Figure 2(a) with SNR = 10dB, β = 3, regularization parameter
(snake elasticity) α = 0.1 and the snake pressure field given by Re(q), a sequence
of iterations is displayed in Figure 5. Compared to the threshold segmentation
in Figure 4(b) we note that the regularization has successfully eliminated the
influence of noise.
Because of the parameterized curve representation, it is well known that the
snakes model suffers from issues with self-intersection and reparameterization.
Furthermore, these issues are even more problematic for surfaces in 3D. A more
robust solution is given by the level set method, where the curve is represented
implicitly as the zero level set of a signed distance function, usually referred
to as the level set function. This representation generalizes to any dimension,
while self-intersections are handled naturally. To deform the contour, the level
7

set function φ is evolved in time according to a given PDE. As described in
(Kimmel, 2003), the curve evolution in Eq. (4) translates to the level set PDE:
∂φ
= −Re(q) |∇φ| + ακ |∇φ|
∂t

(5)

We will use this level set model for the experiments described in Section 4.
4. Experiments
The method described in this article has been implemented in Matlab. We
use a standard type of level set implementation based on (Osher and Fedkiw,
2003) and (Peng et al., 1999). Reference code and examples can be found online
at http://dmforge.itn.liu.se/prl09/. For real images with vessels of varying
intensity, we apply a normalization procedure to the phase map magnitude in
order to make the problem more regular. This is defined as:
â(σ) = 1/(1 + (σ/a)2 )

(6)

where a = |q|, q is the global phase map and σ is a data dependent threshold
parameter. By applying this normalization we remove scaling issues associated
with different inputs, so σ should be viewed as a replacement for more complicated parameters compensating for scaling. Currently, σ is set manually, but
can be automatically computed based on analysis of the noise.
For a qualitative comparison, we implemented the “flux maximizing flow”
(FMF) method (Vasilevskiy and Siddiqi, 2002), which also relies on a multiscale approach. Similar to our method, the output gives vessel walls located on
zero-crossings, so we can directly use the same energy optimization technique
for segmentation.
Our first experiment is a 2D retinal image of size 458 × 265 from the DRIVE
database (Staal et al., 2004), displayed in Figure 6(a) along with the initial curve
used for the segmentation. The output of FMF and our phase map are shown
in Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(c) respectively. The gray-levels are not visually
comparable, but positive and negative values are indicated by bright and dark
colors respectively. For the phase map we used 4 filters of size 15 × 15 with
bandwidths of 4 octaves and center frequencies of 5π/7. We used 3 scales by
subsampling the image with a factor of 1/2. The normalization parameter in
Eq. (6) was set to σ = 3. For the level set evolution we used the regularization
parameter α = 0.01 for both methods.
Our second experiment is a 3D CT dataset of size 512 × 512 × 821, where
we target the blood vessels in the liver. To restrict our result to the targeted
vessels, a manual segmentation was performed on the liver and used as a mask
for the segmentation. For this experiment we used 6 filters of size 7 × 7 × 7, with
bandwidths of 2 octaves and center frequencies of π/2. We used 3 scales with
ratios of 2 and parameters β = 1, σ = 80 and α = 0.1. A sequence of iterations
are shown in Figure 7 along with one slice to visually validate the result.
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Figure 6: Experiment on 2D retinal image, comparing our approach with the “flux maximizing
flow”.

5. Results
Our first experiment included a comparison with the FMF method in Figure 6. Although similar results, we note that our approach exhibits less leakage
for small vessels. It can be seen in Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(c) that the phase
map contains a stronger “negative force” around the vessels, which prohibits the
curve from entering that region. In addition, the computational time for generating the FMF output and the phase map differs by several orders of magnitude
in favor of the phase map (31 minutes vs. 1.9 seconds).
Our second experiment applies our method to 3D data. This example shows
the ability to grow a large portion of a vessel tree from a small initial seed.
Studying the segmentation in slices (one example is shown in Figure 7(e)), the
result is visually plausible. Future work includes validating the results more
systematically. Note that the data is captured in the arterial phase of the liver,
so we are not expected to see the complete vessel tree of the liver in the image.
6. Conclusions and future work
We have presented an approach based on multi-scale quadrature filtering
for detecting both clear vessels and distinct vessel walls. Combined with energy optimization techniques for segmentation, we show promising results in 2D
and 3D for typical medical images. A comparison with “flux maximizing flow”
shows that our method tends to produce more robust segmentations in terms
of boundary leakage. Furthermore, our filtering method is easily implemented
and the computational complexity is low. Since the results are proof-of-concept,
future work includes a systematic validation of the segmentations and quantitative comparisons with other recent methods. In addition, we will study other
types of regularization methods for segmentation and apply a wider range of
filter parameters to different images.
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(a) Initial seed

(d) Time = 2200

(b) Time = 250
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(e) Slice of liver and segmentation

Figure 7: Experiment on 3D CT dataset targeting the blood vessels in the liver.
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